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What is a computer?

A computer is a machine that can do lots of different jobs!  
Computers work with all kinds of information, or “data” –

like facts, numbers, images, words and sounds. 
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Software and Hardware
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Computer programs

A computer program is a set of instructions which 

tell the computer how to do a specific task



Binary ‘Computer Talk’: Code!
Each binary digit, a zero or one, is called a bit.

A combination of 8 bits together, are called a byte. 
For example:    0101 1100 is a byte!
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Let’s look at how these zeros 
and ones can be used to make 
letters!

All letters can be represented 
by a combination of 8 bits!



Binary Alphabet!

A
B
C
D
E
F 
G
H
I 
J 
K
L 
M

N
O
P 
Q
R
S 
T 
U
V
W
X 
Y 
Z



Can you spell your name in Binary? 

0101 0011

0100 1101

0100 0001

0101 0010

0101 0100



Decimal Number Binary equivalent
0 0000 0000
1 0000 0001
2 0000 0010
3 0000 0011
4 0000 0100
5 0000 0101
6 0000 0110
7 0000 0111
8 0000 1000
9 0000 1001

10 0000 1010
11 0000 1011
12 0000 1100
13 0000 1101
14 0000 1110
15 0000 1111

These four 
bits represent 
the numeral.
The first four 
bits have no 
significance.



Computer 
Programming 
Languages…

Human 
Languages…
Indigenous Australian

English

Japanese

Mandarin

Spanish

Italian

Sign Language

+ many more! 

SCRATCH

PYTHON

JAVA

C++

RUBY

BASIC

FORTRAN

+ many more! 



Parts of code
LINES

LOOPS

BLOCKS

IF STATEMENTS



Let’s run a code!

Step 1: Raise your left hand.

Step 2: Move your hand forward.

Step 3: Spread out your fingers and thumb.

Step 4: Lower your hand to the pencil.

Step 5: Close your fingers and thumb around the pencil.

Step 6: Raise your left hand and the pencil.
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In this week’s challenge you will need to write a 
program to get your “ROBOT” through a maze!

Your “ROBOT” will be one of your group 
members  – take it in turns!

Make sure you give clear instructions! 

Remember computers inside robots don’t ‘know’ anything –
they can only do what they have been told by your program!
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Computer code can be written in lots of different 
languages like HTML, Python, Java Script and more. 

Today we are going to use the English language 
to write a program to get our ROBOT out of 
the maze. 

The aim of the game if to get the ROBOT out with as few 
instructions as possible. It’s harder than it looks!

The Challenge



Think about all the things you unconsciously think about 
when you walk forwards…. the coding might look like this:

How do we walk?

Lift left leg, Move left foot forwards, Place left foot down
Lift right leg, Move right foot forwards, Place right foot down

There are lots of small parts to the task of walking!
Many of them repeat…

We can tell our ROBOTS to repeat things a set number of 
times, instead of writing them out over and over again!!!

REPEAT x 10:
[Lift left leg, Move left foot forwards, Place left foot down,
Lift right leg, Move right foot forwards, Place right foot down]



1. Teams must write a program in lines of code to instruct their robot out of 
the maze.

2. A ‘line of code’ is defined as an instruction between brackets [  ]
3. The fewer lines of code in the program the more points will be awarded. 

Robots must successfully make it out of the maze for maximum points.
4. Teams must use English words to write their program.
5. Teams must not explain the program to their robot outside of what is 

written in the program. Obstacles must be specifically programmed.
5. 20 bonus points will be allocated for great team work.
6. Students can use the maze to test their code during the programming 

stage.
7. Students will then have two formal attempts to get their robot out of the 

maze, one pre-test then a final test after any modifications to their code 
have been made.

The Rules



Scoring

Line of code* -5 per line
Obstacles hit -10 per hit
Robot makes it to halfway point +150 
Robot escapes complete maze +250
Teamwork Bonus +20

*Note: One line of code is an instruction/ set of instructions contained within [  ] 
e.g. REPEAT x10:
[Lift left leg >Move left foot forwards>Place left foot down>Lift right leg >Move right 
foot forwards >Place right foot down]


